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Interferometric measurements and quantum limits



Interferometric measurements and quantum limits



Measurement back-action



Standard Quantum Limit

Standard Quantum Limit demonstrated on a microsystem
Radiation pressure noise demonstrated on AdLIGO and AdVirgo

M. Rossi et al.,
Nature 563, 53 (2018)



Can we see the Q fluctuations of a resonator?

Optomechanical systems are good candidates
• displacement sensitivity
• down to µm scale
• radiation-pressure cooling

Two conditions have to be fulfilled to demonstrate the QGS:



(engineering the) optomechanical hamiltonian



Optical mode Mechanical mode

Environment @ T=0
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From optomechanical swap to cooling



Radiation-pressure cooling: first experiment



Radiation-pressure cooling: first experiment



First (µwave) optomechanical QGS demonstration

QGS now reached
for many systems
(300 fg … 10 ng)



Creation of a mechanical Fock state

3-step process:
• Cooling to the ground state
• Entanglement generation
• Photon measurement / Projection



The quest for larger optomechanical systems

Important factors:
- Mass
- Resonance frequency
- Mechanical Q

Internal losses (of the substrate)
Clamping losses
Mechanical losses of the mirror coating

Standard mirror

Pillar design

Strain Stress



Cooling of a 30-µg quartz resonator
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Feedback cooling of a 30-µg quartz resonator

In loop
Homodyne (3 µW)

Active cooling strategy:
• Displacement measurement
• Feedback force applied

onto the resonator



Out of loop
PDH (2.5 µW)
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In loop
Homodyne (3 µW)

Feedback cooling of a 30-µg quartz resonator

Active cooling strategy:
Only works down to the measurement
sensitivity limit

Past this point, the system only feeds
additional noise to the resonator

Independent measurement needed



Test of the generalized Heisenberg inequality

Heisenberg inequality modified at Planck scale:

Dynamics similar to nonlinear oscillator:

Corrections to QGS energy Amplitude-dependent frequency

H atom spectroscopy Tests on mechanical systems



Test of the generalized Heisenberg inequality



Bawaj et al.,
Nat. Comm. /ncomms8503 (2015)

AURIGA bar

H atom
spectroscopy

Test of the generalized Heisenberg inequality

Sensitivity limited
by intrinsic nonlinearity
of the oscillators



P. A. Bushev et al.,
Phys. Rev. D 100, 066020 (2019)

Sapphire oscillator
127 kHz, 0.3 kg

Test of the generalized Heisenberg inequality

Sensitivity limited by:
• Frequency resolution
• Limited amplitude



D. Carney et al.,
Class. Quantum Grav. 36, 034001 (2019)

Entanglement can be probed by a set of measurements
(demonstrated for light-induced correlations)

Can gravitation be used to entangle
two mechanical resonators?

Gravitation-induced entanglement



Haixing Miao et al.,
arXiv:1901.05827

Oscillator entanglement destroyed by decoherence due to mechanical damping
Other idea: use gravitation to entangle mirrors and transfer the entanglement
to 2 cavity fields

Correlations demonstrated by conditional squeezing
Steady-state entanglement can be demonstrated by averaging

Gravitation-induced light correlations



Summary

Optomechanical resonators are good candidates
to demonstrate some effects at the gravitation/quantum mechanics border

Many systems already operated at/near the QGS,
with masses from fg to ng scale 
Some experiments ongoing with larger resonators:
µg-scale and kg-scale (GWI mirrors)

Tests already performed:
Modified Heisenberg inequality

Ideas on creating gravity-induced entanglement
Also measurements of G, dark matter searches in new mass regimes




